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Pledge agreement may violate law
Ohio ACLU Executive Director says contract may violate Ohio Code; Ohio Attorney General asks for more info
By SHAWN RUBLK
News Editor

The agreement must be signed by new or
transferred employees in the department of
human
resources and the business and fiscal
A confidentiality statement some WSU
employees arc being asked to sign may vio- affairs division which falls under human
late Ohio Revised Code section 149.43, ac- resources.
According to Janet Achterman, vicecording to Christine Link, ACLU of Ohio
president for business and fiscal affairs, the
executive director.
pledge
agreement has been around for more
The ORC section states "all publ ic records
shall be promptly prepared and made avail- than ten years for new and transferred emable to any member of the general public at ployees in the human resources department.
"It has been in the department for more
all reasonable times for inspection."
The confidentiality statement however, than ten years; this is not something new,"
implies that "all files, data, verbal informa- said Achterman.
Achterman is expanding the use of the
tion and any other knowledge pertaining to
the operation of the university and its em- document to include new and transferred
employees
in several other offices in her
ployees is to be kept in strictest confidence."

division, including payroll, accounting,
budgetting and purchasing, all of which fall
under the direction of human resources.
Link however, stated the document is
overbroad.
"The document is way, way, way overbroad. A narrower statement should' vc been
written," said Link. "The university is a
public institution and all documents arc open
to the public and even the staff.
Another factor of the document is that it
could violate the Ohio Revised Code, and
Achterman herself may also be in violation
of the open record law if she enforces it,
according to Link.
"That is not the case at all," said
Achtcnnan. "If read in its entirety, the document covers information that is sensitive,
and what goes on during the course of a

business day. We recognize this as a public
institution and we will continue to comply
with the open records law."
The purpose of the agreement, according
to Achterman, is to protect employees and
raise awareness of what is public record.
Ohio Assistant Attorney General for
Public Affairs Mark Weaver, said his office
isasking the university for more information
about the subject.
Weaver, who works in the office which
would be required to defend WSU if a civil
lawsuit was filed, said "It is not our position
to judge whether this is appropriate or not."
"As long as it is a public insitution,
public records must be made available upon

Lambda Union to
host conference
Raided!
By KAVITA S. HATWALKAR
Assistant News Editor

WSU's Lambda Union will sponsor the
first annual Tri-state Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Conference Oct. 6th and 7th in the
Multipurpose Room of the Student Union.

photo by Roland Larnantia

Angi Lindsay, new Lambda Union
president, is excited about the
upcoming GLB conference

Inside

See '"Agreement"
continued on page 2

The goal of the conference is to provide
support, education and outreach for gays,
lesbians, biscxuals and their heterosexual
supporters, according to Lambda Union
President Angi Lindsay. She also hopes the
conference will establish a base/foundation
for the GLB community, which she says is
not that close-knit.
There will be several workshops at the
conference. Jeff Trzeciak. head of automation services in the library will be mediating
a w'kshop of accessing GLB inlonnation
on the Internet.
Religion and Homosexuality is another
workshop topic which will be handled in a
talk show manner. Speakers will include
area church members, and possibly a religious professor.
A Coming Out workshop will be moderated by Dianna Gibson.
"One of the main things I want to stress
in my workshop is that coming out is not
something you do once in yor life. It's a
continual process," said Gibson.
AIDS education will be presented by the
American Red Cross. Legal matters will be
discusssed by Jeremy Ortiz.
Kathleen McGirty, advisor for Lambda

See "Lambda"
continued on page 2
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Raiders Brett Becker, left, and Shaun Whitehead, right, watch as
Loyola's goalkeeper makes a save in the Rambler's 1-0 victory
(See story on page 11)
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"Agreement"
continued from page 1
request.
It is inappropriate for any
institution to deny access to public
records," said Weaver.
Jim Sayer. professor of communication and former faculty president at WSU,
said the agreement is "silly."
"This is a public institution and all
information is open for public scrutiny. If
someone wanted to look at my salary or
my promotion merit reviews, they would
have to be given out," said Sayer.
When asked if the provost searches
and the student affairs vice president
searches this past year could have had
something to do with the document, Sayer
stated "That causes the speculation."
Bill Faks, staff attorney for the Ohio
ACLU, supported Links statement the
agreement violates the open record law.
Faks also stated "to make an employee
sign the pledge to keep information private is unfair to the employee."
"A state university is part of the government and people have the right to know
how money is spent," said Faks. "Sometimes these people in the universities forget they work for the public."

The Pledge Agreement
As an employee of Wright State
University, I understand that all files,
data, verbal information and any other
knowledge pertaining to the operaton
of the university and its employees is lo
be kept in strictest confidence.
Ail business transacted by my department or any oth^ r department of
the university Is confidential; I am not to
divulge or discuss any financial, personnel or other sensitive matter unless
I have been specifically authorized lo
do so by my director, vice president or
the assistant vice president for human
resources. I understand that I am to
exercise the use of professional judgement in these matters.
My signature indicates my agreement to adhere to this request for confidentiality.

Union, will be moderating the Leaders'
Retreat.
Vernon Wall from the University of
Georgia will be the guest speaker for the
conference. His topic is entitled "One
Better World."
All colleges and universities in Ohio,
Kentucky and Indiana were invited to
the conference.
The cost of the conference is $20 per
person. Members of Lambda have no
cost as long as they pick up their passes
the week of the conference. Lambda
Union will be providing vegetarian and
non-vegetarian meals for each day of the
conference.
"There will be at least 150 minimum
there so far and we haven't gotten all of
the RSVPs yet," commented Lindsay.
Friday night from 9 p.m. until midnight there will be a dance in the Multipurpose room. The dance is for the entire
campus; it's not just limited to those
participating in the conference. The
dance club 1470 West located in
Kettering is offering a free pass on either
night to attendees of the conference.
"I'm really excited about it. It's still
an effort on our part, it has no choice but
to be a success," said Curtis Davis, external Vice-President.
Officers of Lambda Union for this
academic year include Internal VicePresident Wes Ferguson, Secretary Jeremy Ortiz and Treasurer Nikolc Morgan.

BY CRAIG NAPIER
Editorial Page Editor
A former membei of WSU's accountancy team died last Wednesday
morning at Miami Valley Hospital, after being in a coma for six days.
Jennifer Herman, 24, a 1995 graduate of WSU, died after being involved
in a car accident that occurred at 4:15
p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 14, outside of
St. Mary's Ohio, where she resided.
Herman graduated cum laude with
a bachelor's of science in business,
accountancy and finance, reports the
Office of the Registrar.
According to the Wapakoneta Post
of the Ohio Highway Patrol, Herman
failed to stop at a stop sign going west
on Glynwood Road at Moulten-Fort
Amanda Road. The car was struck by a

truck traveling north on Moulten-Fort.
The truck clipped the front end of
Herman's car, sending the automobile
down ;in embankment and flipped onto
its top.
Dispatcher Kill of the Wap Post of the Ohio Highway Pal
the driver of the truck, Donald J. i >
of Spencerville, and Herman's 3old child, who was in a car seat, v.,
both taken to Joint Township District
Memorial Hospital, in St. Marys. Neither had extensive injuries.
Herman, who was not wearing a
seat belt, went into a coma and was
transported via CareFlight to Miami
Valley Hospital in Dayton, from Joint
Township and died Wednesday, Sept.
20 at 1:30 a m .
Herman was married and the mother
of one child.

Reverend Harsham's accuser dies

Stephen Cook , who accuscd former in Cincinnati, was diagnosed with AIDS. He
Wright State University Campus Ministry had been hospitalized since August 30.
University of Cincinnati Hospital would
priest Rev. Ellis Harsham of sexual misconduct in November 1993, died at University not release the official cause of Cook's
death.
Hospital in Cincinnati Friday, Sept. 22.
Harsham denied Cook's charges, and
Cook, formerly of St. Gregory Seminary

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

"Lambda"
continued from page 1

Recent WSU alumna dies

Sept. 13: A Boston Hallresidentreportedcriminal
mischief occurring at her residence.
SALE TO UNDER AGE/UNDER
AGE CONSUMPTION
Sept 14: Several occupants of a Forest Lane
apartment were issued verbal warnings for
underage co-sumption and sale to under age
persons.

car being broken into and a $60 Anatomy
textbook missing.
Sept 17: A Nutter Center Recreation Desk
staff member reported a WSU Basketball
worth $30 missing from an unlocked cage.
Sept. 18: A staff member from the Lowry
Housereportedan 800 mhz hand held radio
worth $700 missing.
Sept 18: A Dayton Residentreportedhis
parking pass missing from his vehicle parked
in Millctt lot #11

OPEN CONTAINER/DRUG ABUSE

Sept 18: A library staff memberreportedtwo
memory modules from computers missing
worth $150 each.

Sept 15: A student on Forest Lane road was found
carrying an open container of beer and a small
sandwich bag containing a leafy substance The
student was cited.

Sept 18: A Hickory Hallresidentreportedher
Woodsresidentparking permit missing.

Sept 20: A Hawthorn Hall community advisor
reported students smoking marijuana. They were
cited.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT/
CRIMINAL TRESPASS
Sept. 16: A student was observed urinating on
Zink road near Forest Lane. The student was cited.
Sept 16: A Pine Hallresidentreportedher exboyfriend being unruly outside of her residence
The subject was charged with criminal trespassing.
He was not a WSU student.

Sept 18: A Daytonresidentreportedher rim
centers, worth $200. missing from her vehicle.

UNAUTHORIZED USE OF
PROPERTY
Sept 19: A School of Medicine staff member
reported two computers accessed without
authorization.

SEPTEMBER 28
• RCA Meeting. 4 p.m., W025 Student
Union.
• Thursday Night Thing, sponsored by
the Baptist Student Unkm, 7 p.m.,
Campus Miniatry.
• Interactive Drama:'Dating Violence/
Dating Rights," 7:30 p.m.. Creative Arts
Center, Concert Halt, M106.

SEPTEMBER 29
• SG Meeting, 4 p.m., W169C Studant
Union
• Cinema: FKr.es of Women, sponsored by
UAB and Peer 2 Peer, 7:30 p.m.. M252
Creative Arts Center. Also on September
30 and i

SEPTEMBER 30
• Tennis Tourney, sponsored by UAB. 10
a.m.. Nutter Center Tennis Courts.

OCTOBER 3
MEETINGS AND EVENTS • UAB Meeting, 3:30 p.m., W025 Student
SEPTEMBER 27

Sept. 19: A Hawthorn Hallresidentreporteda
subjcct harassing her.

L/J/B Community Government Meeting,
9 p.m., 1st Boston Hall Lounge

Sept 19: A Hamilton Hall minor reported
telephone harassment and criminal trespassing by
an unknown subject.

• Bible Study, sponsored by the Baptist
Student Union, 12 Noon, 152 Millett

Sept. 16: A Medical School studentreportedher

they were subsequently dropped.
Wright State University officials said the
school had nothing to do with the case because the ministry building is under the
jurisdiction of the archdiocese of Cincinnati.

ICC General Meeting. 2 p.m.. Cafeteria
Extension.
»Cinema: What's Love Got to Do with It?,
co-sponsored by UAB and Peer 2 Peer.

Union.

• H/C/H Community Government Meeting.
9 p.m.. 1st Hawthorne Hall Lounge.
• O/M/P Community Government Meeting.
9:30 p.m., 1st Pine Han Lounge.

OCTOBER 4
Division Council meeting. 3:15
p.m. until 4 pm.109 Oalman.
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Flack to leave campus climate position open
Vice-presidents, deans and directors to
have more responsibilty to implement
campus climate recomendations
By SHAWN RUBLE &
K A VITA S. HATWALKAR

directors to see that campus climate is implemented.
The new plan moves the reThe Office of Campus Climate
received new direction last week. sponsibility from one person to the
entire
university community.
as WSU President Harley Li. Rack
Vice President for Student Afdecided to leave the associate profairs Donald Peters explained
vost position unfilled
Instead. Flack wiii appoint a Flack's decision to Student Government
at last Friday's meeting.
six person oversight committee that
will work to implement the cam- He said the new plan will make the
pus climate report, with over 200 administration more comfortable.
Peters stated "having an assorecommendations for improving
ciate provost will make people in
campus climate.
the
administration uncomfortable
"Faculty, students and staff.
including the president of the fac- because they will have to answer
ulty have requested that we ap- to the campus climate provost if
point a committee to serve over they are not helping to implement
such issues of campus climate." campus climate. If it is not implemented, they could be fired."
said Flack.
"The decision will make the
Rack has a priority listing of
recommendations he wishes to entire university responsible for
implement with his goal of three to diversity," said Peters during the
meeting.
four years.
During the SG meeting, Toby
The oversight committee will
report directly to Flack, and the Pinkerton announced Flack's detwo persons already working in cision to the meeting. After discusthe Office of Campus Climate will sion about the situation, SG memwork as support staff for the over- bers voted 5-0, with 2 abstentions,
to support Flack's new plan.
sight committee.
"As President of SG, I feel that
Flack reiterated a comment
SG
has decided that Dr. Rack is
made to him, 'the entire campus
heading
in a new direction which
needs to become the office of camhe(Flack) feels is beneficial to the
pus climate."
With Rack's new plan litis is campus climate issue," said
Pinkerton.
what will happen.
With the decision, some ofWith the newdirection for campus climate, more responsibility fices will move underthedirection
and accountability will be vested of the new Academic Affairs Proin the vice-presidents, deans, and vost, John Flcischaucr.

photo by Roland Lamantia
SG's first meeting of the year last Friday, led to a vote to support
Flack's decision on the campus climate situation.
still intact.
The Women's Center, Bolinga pus climate search committee.
"The position(campus climate
Center and Minority Scholars Pro- stated Flack sent a letter to the
associate provost) is still evolvgram will all fall under the direc- search committcc which thanked
ing," said Kumar. "The president
tion of academic affairs, since there the committee for their cooperahas to sit back and re-examine and
will be no campus climate associ- tion during the search.
evaluate
all of the dimensions conKumar pointed out that the comate provost, according to Peters.
nected with the position."
Rishi Kumar, chair of the cam- mittee was not dismissed and is

jp£

Excerpts from recommendations

"Wright S tate Upiyersity will bc.a purposeful coijrunu- "Wright State University will be a just community
nity where faculty and students share academic goals, where the sacredness of each person is honored
and work together iostrengthen teaching and learning' and where diversity is aggressively pursued."
on campus."
—A just community, page iv
— A purposeful community, page ii "Wright State University will be a disciplined
"Wright State University will be an open commu- community where individuals accept their oblinity where freedom of expression is uncompro- gation to the group and where a well defined
misingly protected and where civility is powerfully governance procedure guides behavior for the
affirmed."
•
common good." — An open community, page iii
—A disciplined community, page v

Leftridge ratified president of Black Student Union
BSU's first meeting Black Student Union'sfirstmeeting.
also brings large
Leftridge and Scott both
"strongly encourage all Black Stunumber of firstdent Union members to attend and
year students.
participate in BSU's activities."
By LATELL MILLER
For the Guardian
Corey Leftridge was ratified
as Black Student Union's president at the group's meeting last
Wednesday, September 22. The
meeting was very vital to BSU's
1995-96 academic year.
"The ratification was necessary because technically I ran unopposed," Leftridge stated.
"This process insured Black
Student Union's members a right
tochallcngc my position" he said.
Leftridge. president, and Hollis
Scott, vice president, were very
optimistic about the number of
first year students who attended"

Scott stated he was looking
forward to the participation of
members and was very enthusiastic about the number of first year
students who attended the meeting.
Leftridge and Scott both intend on being "highly visible on
campus and in-tuned to the concerns of all students."
Black Student Union cabinet
members, for this year include
Leftridge Scott. Suiaiman
Zahir,treasurer, and William
Boiling,secretary.
Black Student Union cabinet
members are actively planning
events for the upcoming quarter.
Currently they are seeking

people to attend the Million Man
March" on Oct. 16, 1995 in Washington, DC.
A panel discussion in the form
of a talk show is in the making and
will take place in approximately
two weeks.
Also, on Sept. 30, at 2 p.m. a
UNITY Bar-B-Quc will be held at
the Greene County Fairgrounds,
co-sponsored by Black Student
Union and Central State Student
Government Association.
Black Student Union's mission
this year is to "represent a strong
political presence on campus," according to Leftridge.
The cabinet members of Black
Student Union would like to leave
a strong foundation for next year's
cabinet members.
Scott strongly urges all members to stop by Black Student
Union's office and actively seek
participation in campus life.

photo by Roland Lamantia

Black Student Union's first meeting brings in many new
students to the organization.
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Handing out values to make WSU PC

Campus climate committee releases recomendation

In an effort to make Wright State's
campus a better place President Harley
Flack created the Campus Climate
Editor In Chief - Anthony Shoemaker
Team. The Team is made up of more
Managing Editor- Doug Brokaw
than 100 people, and 13 different
New* Editor- Shawn Ruble
Editorial Page Editor Craig Napier
committees. In June, the committee
Spotlight Editor Stefame Baddcrs
printed its recommendations for the
Sports Editor- Bill Shea
campus. The recommendations are in
Asst. News Editor - Kavita S, Hatwalkar
a 77 page document, that hasn't been
Entertainment Editor Alexis I.arscn
formally adopted by the university yet.
Advertising Manager- Elizabeth Green
The Guardian has read the
Business Manager - Karen Brewer
document, and concluded that some of
Graphics Manager - Julie Gersiner
Production Manager - Alexis Lan.cn
the recommendations are welcome and
Chief Photographer - Roland Lamantia
needed. Some of them include: enacting
Circulation Manager - Kristin Rothcrt
an equitable benefiLs policy that doesn' t
Copy Editor - Dianna Gibson
discriminate against same-sex
domestic partners; providing affordable
Production Assistant - Craig Napier
child care options for faculty, staff and
Staff Writers- Maggie Horslman. Geoff Kim
students; creating a world wide web
Tiffany l-atta. Bill Potter
site accessible to all usersof the internet
Administrative Asst.- Bill Potter
Events Coodinator- David Sykes
for university public relations; and
Advertising Reps- Amanda Eaglen.
comparingandadjustingstudent wages
Kristin Rothcrt
on-campus to off-campus levels.
Staff Photographers - Eric Dunn
That said, and readers knew it was
Technology Supervisor- Chris Thomas
Archivist- Greg Short
coming. The Guardian also has some
big problems with the study. They are
Student Media Coordinator- Debra Wilbum
great in number, and importance, so
Faculty Ad visor - Jeff John
we've picked some highlights of the
The Guardian is printed weekly during the
regular school year It is published by students of
hated, and now we'll share.
Wright State University in Dayton. Ohio. EditoThe manifesto has several sections
rials without bylines reflect the majority opinion
of the editorial board. Views expressed in colon
sensitivity training, and diversity
umns. cartoons and advertisements are those of
the writers, artists and advertisers.
issues, and at the beginning it says that
The Guardianreservestherightto censor or
it is devoted to free speech. "Protect the
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptance rules
right of any individual to openly express
established by The Guardian. All contents contained herein are the express property of The
personal convictions, even those that
Guardian Copyright privileges revert to the
are diametrically opposed to the
writers. artists, and photographers of specific
works after publication. The Guardian reserves
principles for which the university
therighttoreprintworks in future issues.
stands." it reads. However, the very
® 1995 The Guardian
point of many of the sections is to input
IFTTERS TO THE EDITOR the "correct" way for people to talk
about such things as race, religion,
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
sexuality and gender. The ideas don't
daytime phone and class standing (if
gel, they are a total contradiction in
applicable)
terms.
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m.
It doesn't make any sense to say,
on the Friday prececding the next issue
"please debate race relations at Wright
•Letters should be kept to 300 words
State and you can only use these
or fewer
•All letters are subject to editing for
approved set of words in the dialogue."
space and content
Another monstrous problem with
•Letters which duplicate others may
the publication is its underlying, and
be omitted
outright,
attempt to dictate values to
•When responding to another letter,
the students of Wright State. In the
refer to the date and headline
Committee on Racial, Religious and
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed
will not be used
Ethnic Relations section, the second
recommendation reads, "Provide onGUARDIAN
going opportunities for the campus
PHONE MUMPERS
community to determine, discuss,
Editor in Chief - 873-5540
understand, and adopt the core values
News - 873-5538
articulated under the philosophical
Opinion - 873-5538
statement above (on the page)."
Sports - 873-5536
Features - 873-5536
Regardless of how right, or wrong,
Advertising - 873-5537
the philosophical statement is. The
Fax - 873-5535
Guardian shudders to think of any
students having values force-fed to
them bv the administration of this
Issue No.3. Vol. 31
Wednesday, September 27,1995

school. We understand that values are
learned through education and life
experience, but to manipulate those
values to the philosophical stance of
the campus climate is atrocious.
The Guardian does have other
problems with the document. We
believe the two above are very
important. The Guardian urges
students to look at thisdocument.decide
for themselves and speak out.
There are a couple more entries we
would like to draw attention to.
In the Committee on External
Relation's section it reads, "Review
parking for case of access for visitors
and staff." The Guardian scoffs at the
thought of making parking any harder
on students. This is a commuter school;
the only climate this might encourage
is a riot in parking services.
The last of this short dissent is the
language used in sections of the report.
"Use campus media to improve the
ethnic, racial, and religious
environment on campus and to build
the kind of community we seek," says
one section. It lists The Guardian as
one of its resources. This amused, and
infuriated the staff of The Guardian
Not now, or ever, will this paper be at
the beck and call of the administration,
especially when it comes to perverting
the students' opinion about a topic for
the university.
Despite the good intentions of these
recommendations, many just plainly
insult the intelligence and sensitivity of
thecampuscommunity. TheGuardian
recognizes differences in people, and
we frown on all attempts to artificially
create
harmony
through
recommendations based on what is
politically correct at this point in time.
Truly celebrating diversity should
mean acceptance of all people and
expressions, not just the hot choices of
the day.
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Should gender
sensitivity and diversity
classes be mandatory?
Christopher Surrat
Sophomore, Social and
Industrial Communication
"No, I
feel like if
students
were
required
people
would do
it just
because it
is
required.
They
wouldn't
be
sincere. I
think it should be a voluntary class
because, then people would really,
honestly want to learn about other
cultures, genders, and people."

Monicah Comer
Freshman, Undecided
"It's
good to
learn
about

other
people,
but it
shouldn't
be
required.
If you
are
required
to take a
class
then some wouldn't be interested,
and that will interfere with other
people's interest."

Sharon Sweet
Junior, Communication
"Yes, because they will make men
more sensitive to women and viceversa. I think it would be good for
ethnic diversity classes because you
will learn about each others
backgrounds" (left).

I
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Need action in parking Novi hear this!
Welfare: not us
against them

Once
again,
the
WSU unavailability of parking for people
administration has demonstrated its who want to use the library. These
penchant for making decisions which, complaints obviously did not come
depending upon how magnanimous from students (since students would
one wishes to be. are ill considered, have parking passes or park in "K
purely capitalistic, or completely Lot").
insensitive to the needs of the students.
So, we must ask why non-students
Anyone who has tried to park in the are being given greater consideration
Millctt Hall lot already knows that the than tuition-paying students,especially
subject is, once again, campus parking. during peak hours from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Although Parking Services' own
University employees, too, have
literature recognizes the lot as a high been granted additional parking.
demand lot, the available "C" zone
The students have tolerated this in
parking in this lot has been cut in half silence far too long. Each class of
due to the instal lation of parking meters students has complained, and then
and an increase in "B" zone parking. graduated and moved on, leaving the
Additionally, even students who have problem for the next class of students.
the luxury of coming to campus early
It is time for students to speak up. to
enough to park in "K Lot" and wait for send a-clear message to the
the shuttle now must pay for this administration that the park ing situation
privilege.
has become unacceptable. What would
The administration seems to refuse they do if the entire student body
to accept 'hat this is acommutercampus, demanded refunds on their parking
and that many students attend class in passes, parked in whatever lot was
the middle of the work day or after convenient, regardless of zoning, and
work, and therefore are on a very tight sent al! parking tickets back to the
schedule to get to class (and perhaps Director of Parking Services? Put
back to work following class).
administrative holds on 14.(KX) student
Even for those who are st i 11 i ncl ined records?
to give the administration the benefit of
Probably, because they still
the doubt, it is difficult to view the wouldn't get the message or would
addition of the meters in this lot as simply continue to remain
anything but an attempt to force students unresponsive. Perhaps if President
who are desperate for a parking space Flack and the Director of Parking
(and who have already paid for a parki ng Services had tofightfor parking spots
pass) to pay to park at a meter. in order to make it to work on time...
According to Parking Services, there Rick Wilson
l^ora Williams
were complaints about the Senior
Senior
Latin
Classics

The topic of welfare reform has
been on the public conscious for
some time now. Currently, both the
U.S. House of Representatives and
the Senate have passed their versions
of a welfare bill, and they arecurrently
trying to bridge the gap between the
two.
When the topic comes up, I hear
many people using language like
"they are just bleeding us dry," and/
or "they are stealing from us."
Not that the sentiment of these
statements isn't understandable, I
believe that their mind-set is wrong.
This country needs to stop
dwelling on differences.
We are divided on thought, we
are divided on action, however, our
goals are much more similar than we
think.
True, in a perfect world there
wouldn't be any such structure as
welfare. However, we are not living
in a perfect world (I know, you all
are shocked by this rationalization).
We need to dwell on likenesses,
and work back from there. I'm not
talking about us getting together and
singing "It's asmall world" followed
by a hug-in.
Constantly
highlighting
differences serves to benefit
politicians. The public opinion that
republicans want us to have is that

Commentary by Craig Napier
those on welfare are lazy
misanthropes who sit at home and
eat Bon Bons on your tax dollars
(they forget to say it is only about 1
percent of the budget though).
Democrats want you to believe that
all the welfarerecipientsare people
simply down on their luck, who just
need a little help.
Whatneitherparty wants to admit
is that we, collect vely as a people,
have let the problem of welfare go on
too long. There are people in this
country who have never seen a
paycheck. Their grandparents were
on welfare, their parents were on
welfare, and now they are on welfare.
This is simply because people have
silently agreed with the systems logic.
The logic is if we pay the welfare
cases enough money to subsist on,
and it is barely that, then they will not
get in our way.
A new logic must be found, one
embracing people who need welfare
as equals. It needs to empower them
both emotionally andfinancially. We
must put an end to the idda welfare
users are less than citizens, and as
long welfare recipients are treated
this way, they willfillthe role to the
best of their abilities.

Beer and loathing, the craziness ensues
Staff
Commentary
by Bill Shea
1 thought my
move back to the
Sports Desk
would be a
r e s t f u l ,
therapeutic

thing for me to do.
Naturally, like most of the things I
do, I was wrong.
My thinking was that once I was
away from the Campus Affairs Desk I
wouldn't be as bothered by all the
stupidity and malfeasance on this
campus.
Yeah, right.

There are some things grinding on
me already in this 1995 school year,
namely beer and parking.
Everybody knows how bad the
parking situation is, so I won't dwell
too long on the subject.
My bottom line is that whoever
designed the roads and parking lots on
this campus should have been dragged
through a flaming wall of snakes.
A small child, one without acollege
education paid for with an ever-rising
tuition, could tell you that a commuter
campus needs lots of two things:
parking spaces and roads to get to and
from them.
Wright State's solution?
Long lines to buy really over-priced
parking passes to non-existent parking
spaces.

If the administration were smart,
they would round up those responsible
for the parking situation like a pack of
lame goats and flog some sense into
them.
Now, on to the beer problem.
I, like many other students, have a
meal card.
Unlike many students, though, I
pay for the thing with my own cash.
Since I have spent all my money on
things like over-priced parking passes
and books, I don't usually have much
cash on me.
Aftera long day, I sometimes like to
sit back with abrewski and try to forget
the name Wright State.
Well, bubba, you can't buy beer on
your meal card. I know, I've tried.
As usually, with all things bad to do

with food on this campus, Marriott has
its hand involved.
Being that they have acted like a
gang of cutthroat culinary profiteers
riding the high seas of capitalism since
arriving on this campus, you would
think Marriott would allow beer to be
bought on the cards.
After all, the quicker the points are
blown on brew, the more points students
would add to their card. That means
more cash for "Moneyott."
I called Marriott tofindout why you
can't do the beer thing on the card.
They didn't have an answer forme. It's
not in the contract, they said. Nobody
knows anything. It boggles the mind
The bottom line is simple: I want
easier parking. I must have meal card
beer. Tint's pretty simple, me thinks
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College Republicans experience change in leadership
I t ) I 111 ANN I . M l A
SlafT W r i t e r
The president ol the WSU College Republicans resigned this past
summer after being in office foi
ncit even one year
Jeanette Groves. former president DI the College Republicans,
gave a verbal resignation to Mai
tin Arbagi. advisor to CRs, without giving a reason.
According to Groves, she was

he was dissatisfied with what was
I was working two jobs and
I ' m currently the Secretary of th,
state (Ohio) College Republicans.
Something had to go. The secretary position lias a little less hassle
It's .1 relief" (iroves said.
about her sudden departure, but it
was just a matter of miscommunication

touch, but we .ill sal down ami
everything's fine."
The College Republicans have
selected Aaron Harris as their new
president. Harris lias a lot of plans
for the CRs this fall
"We're talking a lot about state
party making things more centeicd
at WSU and getting more things

paigns stopping here at W S U and
get people involved in helping with
the primary campaigns" Harris
Ilarris also staled that new elections w i l l be in late December or
early January. I larris confirmed he
w i l l run again for the chairman
position
Harrisdidadmit that imhepast.

-

going on with the CRs.
He had thought a !
of starting a college •'
college conservatives
N o w , Harris is mot
of the group. Hisrelatii.

*'>e idea
ir

a

the members is pretty goo..
"1 am good friends with them."
said Harris
Groves is very confident in
Harris's ability to do his job well.
" I think he w i l l do a good job.
He has a lot ol really good ideas
and he is very open minded" said

Rush comes
to a close

Since Sept. 21. students all over
the WSlJ campus have been participating in the fraternity and
sorority Rush, which w i l l soon end
this weekend.

Rush is the membership
lion process for fraternities and
sororities. It gives the rushees an
opportunity to meet with the organization and find out exactly what
they are about.
The Fall Rush ends October I.
but there is still a chance for students togel involvedallyearround.
According to Gary Dickstein,
coordinator of Greek Life, "Students Rush 365 days o f the year,
what goes on in September is the
fall formal Rush period."
The men and women are said to
be having a really successful Rush
this year, because they ire doing a
lot of tilings this year that they
haven't done in the past, according
to Dickstein.
" W e ' v e done mailers to all first
year women, we were out on the
Quad handing out advertisements,
whereas we usually just handed
out flyers in A l l y n Hall. We also
d i d some phone c a l l s , " said
Dickstein.
There are 47 woiaen who rushed
this year, the number is smaller
than usual, but that was to he expected, said Dickstein.
According to Missy Deas, president of Pan-Hellenic Council. Rush
is doing pretty good, the numbers
aredow n a little, but that's norma!
"The numbers go down every
year." said Deas
There are a total of eight sororitiesand fraternities on WSU'scampus
The sororities include: Alpha
X i Delta. Delta Zeta. Phi Mu. and
Zeta Tau Alpha The fraternities
include' Phi Beta Sigma. Omega
Psi Phi. Kappa Alpha Psi, and A!

i

SPOTLIGHT

Relativity recording artist Common Sense (far right,
below) performed last Wednesday in the Student Union
Multipurpose Room before a crowd of more than 100
students. Sixteen-year-old RCA/Kaper recording artist
Rashad (near right) also sang before comedian Wil
(above) took the stage. Wil has appeared on HBO's Def
Comedy Jam and Uptown Comedy Club. (Photos by
Roland Lamantia)

University choirs tune up for busy season
By MEGAN WINTROW
For The Guardian

Hank Dahlmari, University music director.

pholo by Mike Kent

Wright State's music department is making an international
name for itself.
Members from each of WSU's
seven choirs traveled to Europe on
Jun. 14-27 to tour Germany. Austria and Switzerland.
The group exchanged performances with other choirs in
churches and cathedrals throughout Europe, including the Sal/burg
Cathedral in Austria.
The 28 WSU choir members
earned this privilege by an audition.
Thomas Kelly, a Dayton resident, has been a member of the
Choral Union since January. Kelly
and his wife joined the tour this
summer.
"My wife and I agreed that this
was one of the best run tours we've
ever been on... It was like taking
them a small piece of America,"
said Kelly.
The European audience re-

ceived such 'Americanized' musical selections as a ladies' trio singing a southern harmony and WSU
Music Director Hank Dahlman performing a solo called "Raise a
Ruckus."
Shar Leigh Wilson, a member
of the Choral Union and the Madrigal Singers, who also traveled to
Europe, mentioned the communication barriers that existed on the
trip.
"Some of us stayed with host
families who didn't know a word
of English," said Wilson.
However, Wilson said that this
did not lessen the feeling of hospitality from the host families.
A group of WSU choir representatives will return to Europe in
two years.
The seven choirs also have
many events planned for this academic year.
The Choral Union, comprised
of about 100 members, will perform in November accompanied
by the Dayton Philharmonic Chorus and the Wright State Chamber

Orchestra. The scheduled musicis Bach's "Magnificat."
The 25 Madrigal Singers will
host the annual Madrigal Dinner
in December. Tickets will go on
sale for Wright State students in
mid-October.
The Madrigal Singers arc also
the featured choir for the American Choral Directors Association
Conference in March, 1996.
The Men's Chorale and
Women's Chorale are scheduled
to perform together in November.
WSU choirs will present an
"Evening of Romantic Music" on
Jun. 1,19% as well as tour the
state in the spring.
Although the total Wright State
choir population numbers about
350, they are always looking for
new members. Male choir members arc especially needed. The
Choral Union does not require an
audition for admittance, but the
smaller ensembles do.
For more information about
university choirs, contact Hank
Dahlman .it 873-2346.
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Literary magazine seeks submissions, support
among the student population.
Tara Miller, the current editor
of Nexus, wants to change that. She
For almost as long as Wright hopes more people will become
State has been around. Nexus has aware of Nexus and the opportuniquietly represented the literary ties it can offer to Wright State
voice of the university.
students.
Miller said one of her current
Nexus publishes poems, stories,
art, essays, reviews and transla- goals is trying to achieve more
tions fr >m the Wright Stale com- student submissions.
"(Nexus is) a good place for
munity and the literary world each
fall, winter and spring quarter, but students to start publishing," Miller
still appears to be largely unknown said.
By PATRICK SCOTT GKISFl.
For The Guardian

Although AVmvpublishes wellknown and lesser known writers
and artists from around the country
and sometimes even around the
world. Miller believes it "should
be open to |Wright State] college
students and reflect the college."
Some past editors of Nexus have
gone on to accomplish greater
achievements in the literary world.
Eve Shellnutt. one of the early
editors, has gained some fame and
recognition as a teacher and a poet.

P R I N C I P L E S of S O U N O R E T I R E M E N T

A more current editor, Ted Cains,
is presently the managing editor of
Story Magazine based in Cincinnati. which recently won a major
national fiction award.
Nexus is run completely by
Wright State students. The only
non-students involved with the organisation are those in supporting
roles.
The campus student media coordi nator acts as an ad visor to Nexus
in matters of budgeting and uni-
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or fas! relief from (he nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend T I A A - C R E F SRAs SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to Kelp build additional assets—money that
can help make the difference between living and living «*//
a f t c r y o u r working years are over.
Contributions to y o u r SRAs are deducted from y o u r salaiy
on a pre-tax basis. That lowers y o u r current taxable income, so
you start saving on taxes right awav. What's more, any
earnings on y o u r SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive
them as income. That can make a big difference in how painful
your tax bill is every year.

Ensuring the future
for those w h o s h a p e i

As the nation's largest retirement system, w e offer a wide
range of allocation choices—from TIAA's traditional annuity,
with its guarantees of principal and interest, to the seven
diversified investment accounts of C R E F ' s variable annuity.
What's more, our expenses are very low,* which means more of
your money goes toward improving your future financial health.
I 800 fW2-2888. W e l l send you a complete SRA information
kit, plus a tree slide-calculator that shows you him much SRAs

versity policies, and the editor of
Nexus chooses a mentor from the
faculty who may be approached
with special concerns. Besides that,
the editor and staff have fn " Men
over the direction and c
the publication.
Since Nexus is run by suits staff is constantly changit
the issues may sometimes rcif
the individuality of the current editor and the staff.
In addition to making the magazine more popular and presenting
it as a forum for students. Miller
has some special things in mind for
upcoming issues.
For the winter issue. Nexus
would especially like to receive
submissions written from the second-person point of view.
Miller hopes to compile in the
spring issue a number of pieces
that focus on issues of women in
society; specifically, she wants
pieces that "elevate women beyond
anger and stereotypes" with which
they are sometimes associated.
Nexus is also in need of student
art and photo submissions. Artwork will be reproduced in black
and white in the magazine, so any
color submissions should hold up
to the standards of black and white
prints.
The Sept. 29 submission deadline for this year's fall issue is fast
approaching, but writers and artists are encouraged to submit work
at any time. Deadlines for the winter and spring issues are Dec. 29 of
this year, and Mar. 29 of next year.
Submission guidelines can be
picked up at the Nexus office located within the student media suite
at W016A Student Union. Current
issues of Nexus are available outside the office.
Nexus also maintains a bulletin
board in the hallway outside the
offices, posting calls for submissions from other publications, contest notifications and other items of
interest to writers.
While Nexus encourages student submissions, not everything
submitted is published.
"(Nexus is) looking for good
quality writing," said Miller. "I
think we have students that can do
it."

Nexus
Submission
Deadlines
Fall

Sept. 29

Winter

Dec. 29

Spring

Mar. 29

I
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Library donates taped Holocaust
memoirs to national museum
By M E G A N W I N T R O Y V
For The Guardian
Wright State's Paul Laurence
Dunbar Library has donated She
Emmanuel Ringelblunt Collection
of Oral History Memoirs from the
Hoi-caust to the National Holocaust M u s e u m in Washington,
D.C.
The project was launched by
Charles Berry, W S U professor
e m e r i t u s o f h i s t o r y . i n 1978. Upon
its completion in 1985, the collection consisted of 34 interviews of
people from the Dayton-metropolitan area whose lives had somehow been affected by the Holocaust.
During the Holocaust, vast
numbers of European Jews were
systematically killed in Nazi concentration camps before and during World War II.
Steve Kahn, Dunbar Library
archivist volunteer, c a m e up with
the idea of donating the project to
the National Museum when he
visited it recently.

Kahn. who lost relatives in the
Holocaust, was responsible for
duplicating the entire collection so
that a copy of it could be donated to
the museum.
Dunbar Library's Special Collections and Archives department
houses the original 34 interviews
on 68 audio tapes with accompanying transcripts.
"Students and faculty who read
them are often spellbound by the
transcripts," said Robert Smith,
head of Special Collections and
Archives.
The interviews were conducted
by Wright State graduate and un-

dergraduate students, according to
Smith.
T h e E m m a n u e l Ringelblum
Collection, named for the archivist
and historian of the Warsaw ghetto,
also contains three videotapes intended for classroom use.
Ten people appear on the videotapes: five Holocaust survivors,
one daughter of a survivor, two
liberators, one protector and one
young German student.
Smith encouraged the use of
the collection for research by students, faculty and staff.
The collection is also available
to the community.

T i r e d of c a m p u s f o o d , b u t d o n ' t
k n o w w h e r e t o g e t a bite t o eat?

to

Check out next
week's issue of
The Guardian for
the dish on area
restaurants.
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DARK STAR
BOOKS & COMICS

New & Used Comics * Used Books
Magie: The Gathering
FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
1 0 % Discount to WSU students
New Comics EveryJVednesday at
Dark Star 1
Dark Star II
Dark & *
237 Xenii A»e (RL 68)
1410 W. Dorothy Law
1273 N. Fa
Yellow Springs
Mill* & Dales S C. • Kettering
Fairfield Plaza •
767-9400
2^3-7307
427-321,

Pre-Owned Computer
September
Deal of the Month

New Location
210 North Spnrwboro Pike.
West CvroKon. Ohio 454ft
ICOHIPL'SAI
Rt74t

i«Ac

Dayton's Best Used Computer Solution
210 N Sprtaffcoro Plkr
W n l Carrotton. Ofeto 41440
VoUr J l M * ' M f 2 0 ft* J1J-4J9-4644

Hours: Moo^at 11-7. Sun 12-5

Yoor Uwd Com p o m SprrtalMt

1-7$ to 725. c u t lo 741, left 1/
4 tale to Q ode tower Plus
Right I g o g from CompUSA?

T h r e e Ways t o Win
the Numbers Game.

Get Aboard

Mathcad

And make our new store
in Beaver Creek your destination.
Whether you're taking advanced physics or
beginning economics, mastering math can b e
a challenging game. And we've got at least
three ways to make you a winner.
1 . Let Mathcad do the math so you can focus on the concepts.
Malhc«d PLUS 6.0, Mathcad 6.0 Student Edition and the Explorations with Mathcad Series will
help you get through the math in all of your courses - from engineering tofinanceto statistics

2 . Save 25% Now!
Buy Mathcad RAJS 6.0 or Mathcad 6.0 Student Edition during our Back-Tb-School Days
and save 25% offregulareducation prices.

3 . Win great prizes in the Mathcad World Wide Web
Math Competition.
Wait our Web site (http//www.mathsoft.com), solve our Back-lb-School Puzzle, and you
could win the grand prize of your choice - a Pentium computer or 80,000 alrmiles on
Northwest Airlines - or a nmner-up cash prize of $500 or $200.
Visit your college bookstore or our Web site today for more details.
Offer « O c i o b f r 31.1 Sift

Math Soft
e m u~s« « A* .
tot!*'** c****'

rm*+i

«»«,rttrotfiuas*
»»"v m*'
**

You d o t h e learning,
I/et Mathcad d o the math.

What's so bad about having a one track mind? At Toys "R" Us we
believe in doing one thing and doing it well: selling toys. Our focus
is the engine that has taken us to become the world's largest specialty toy retailer with sales approaching $9-billion!
In keeping with the way we "conduct" business, we are seeking
bright, polite, enthusiastic individuals who are as eager to learn as
they are to work. Real go-getters who thrive on opportunities for
growth and challenge. If you follow this "train of thought", you can
work as an:

• Hourly Supervisors • Night Crew
• Cashiers • Clerks • Maintenance
• Merchandisers • Bike Assemblers
• Full-Time • Part-Time • Temporary
• E x p e r i e n c e d • Entry-level
Toys "R" Us offers competitive wages and excellent company benefits where applicable. We are an equal opportunity employer,
dedicated to promoting a culturally diverse workforce and a drug
free environment.
For your "ticket to ride"
A p p l y in Person:
M o n . Sept. 2 5 t h - F r i . Sept 29th, 9 A M - 7 P M
Saturday, Sept 3 0 t h , 9 A M - 12 N O O N

Homewood Suites
2750 Presidential Drive, F a i r b o r n , O H
513-429-0600

roysaus
Where surce» works for you.
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Group helps African
students "feel at home'
li> <;EOFFRF\ KIM
Staff Writer

m ( M l , | K . r I>.1A. .1Iui sponsor ..
dance croup's visit toWright State

can Students United aims to ae-

people licre that Alriea is as di

mure Inwards A frieui;-Americans,
said Mason "We needed sotneto Wright State."
ASU has done just that since
its inception as a WSU organi/ation 111 1992. Mason has set floats
lor the group for this quarter and
beyond.
"We're going to he starting a
forum called A Taste of Africa, in
which we will present a country in
Africa and their culture every
week," said Mason.
ASU also plans to participate

ASU is not limited strictly to
WSU. Mason said.
"[•ven though we are lied to
Wright State, we communicate
with other African students from
Central State and Ul)< University
of Dayton) for fellowship," said
Mason."to make (hem feel at
home."
The group has also participated
in the World A 'Fair, held annually in Dayton, to better bond with
their adopted community.
ASU meets on Fridays at 6:30
p.m.in Milieu's Reading Room.

Order your college ring NOW
SAVE UP TO $120
Use our interest free installment plan!
October 2, 3 & 4, (Mon-Wed)
10 a.m. until 2 p.m.

On the quad weather permitting,
in the WSU Bookstore if raining
Stop by to register for a laptop
computer!
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Ramblers hand Raiders first loss of season
Visiting Loyola dumps Wright State, 1-0
but Shaun Whitehead's shot also
went too high, the theme for the
day.
The Loyola goalkeeper rose to
The Raiders have only themselves to blame lor this defeat. They the occasion when the Raider's
shots
were on target.
spent most of the game in the
The Rambler's managed some
Loyola half, probing and pressing
for a goal. The fact is. though, they offense mid-way througth the first
had no one who could put the ball half, but Raider goalkeeper Bill
in the net.
Both teams began carefully by playing possession
soccer. A pattern soon
emerged that had the host
Raiders controlling the game
and launching attacks, with Loyola Hambrook made a goal line save to
making half-hearted attempts to avert disaster.
W« ight State continued with its
break out of defense.
On just about every occasion offensive attack throughout the
game's
firsthalf, but shots overthe
the Raiders won the midficld skirmishes and the visitors scurried bar began to become the Raider's
theme for the day.
back to protect their goalkeeper.
The second half was a repeal of
Six minutes into the game, the
Raiders recorded the first of many the first.
In the first three minutes alone,
near-misses.
Jared Raferty slipped through Wright State had two good headers
the Loyola de fense and laid the bal I which were both too high.
In
the
54th
minute,
back for Gianni Doddato, who
chipped the ball just over the bar. Winterberger won the ball just outMinutes later, good running by side the Loyola area, but he blasted
Shad Jeanfreau set up Raferty for a a left-footed shot also too high.
The Raiders best chance came
good dribble and pass to a wellplaced Jeff Winterberger, but his at the 69 minute mark.
Wright State won the ball, made
cross-shot went over the bar.
A Raider free-kickcaused some a fast counter-attack and a perfrct
confusion in the Loyola goalmouth. cross was supplied to Doddato just
By PAUL CARBONARO
For The Guardian

yards from the goal.
Unfortunately for the Raiders,
Doddato's shot was weak and
Loyola's goalkeeper made an easy
save.
As the game entered the closing stages, even more Raider opportunities went begging, and the
pace of play became more frenzied.
In the 84th minute.
Doddato tried to atone for
his miss with a pair of ontargel headers within 30
seconds of each other. Both
were foiled by great refic x saves by
Loyola.
A series of Raider corners in
quick succession all came to
naught.
Then with 2:52 left on the
clock, the host's despair was complete.
Loyola's tall, strong Oster ran
on to the ball outside the Raider
penalty area. With a sudden burst
of speed, he evaded two tackles,
entered the area, drew Hambrook,
and calmly firedalow shot into the
bottom corner of the net.
Although the goal was scored
against the previous 87 minutes
run-of-play, it was a worthy gamewinner.
The delirious visitors held on
for the remaining two minutes and

Raider Recap

v.

Charley Houck of the Raiders
in the Raider's 1-0 loss to the
celebrated at the sound of the final
whistle.
The Raiders slumped off. sat
down, and no one spoke for what
seemed a very long time.
Despite the loss, the Raider's
Hambrook leads all MCC goalkeepers with an 0.94 goals against
average and only five goals given
up
The Raider defense has had a
big hand in helping Hambrook by

Phoio by Eric Dunn
fights off a Loyola defender
Ramblers on Sept. 22
allowing an MCC-low I6shotson
goal.
Up next for Wright State is a
tournament hosted by Evansville.
The Raiders play the host on Sept.
29 followed by a game with Cal
State-Northridge on Oct. 1.
Wright State's next home game
is against MCC opponent University of Wisconsin-Green Bay on
Oct. 6. at the Soccer Field. Kickoff
is scheduled for 5 p.m on Oct. 6.

Golfers face nature, tough field in Michigan Cavaliers training camp
By ANTHONY SPRING
For The Guardian
Wright State's golf team ran
into somefiercecompetition at the
Wolverine Invitational, hosted by
the University of Michigan this
past weekend.
The Raiders finished in 18th
place in the 21 team field.
Coach Fred Jefferson said that
he was very happy with the play of
his two freshmen in the tournament, Jim Henderson and Scott
Hailcs.
Henderson shot a 234 in three
rounds and tied teammate Joe
Moore for low men on the Raider's
scorccard.
The 234 tied the pair for 62nd
place.
Hailes shot rounds of 79. 74
and 83 and finished lied for 70th
place with 236 strokes.
The Raiders got off to a rough
start in the first round.
"It was a tough day to play,"

said Jefferson. "It was really cold
and windy."
There was frost on the greens
.iturday morning, but the course
wasn't really hurt.
The fairways were in bad shape,
according to Jcfferon, but the teams
were allowed to move their ball to
improve their lie.
Jefferson is making no excuses
though.
He said it was a very tough field
and he knew he was taking a young
team up norlh.
"You work real hard, but you
just don't go anywhere." said
Jefferson.
He blamed poor course management by his team, not a lack of
effort for their disappointing finish.
Overall. Jefferson was happy
with their effort.
Up next for Wright State is a
trip to the Eastern Kentucky Classic for another 54 hole match.
Jefferson thinks that his team

returns to Nutter Center
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Raider golf coach Fred
Jefferson is happy with his
squad's effort in 1995
can finish in the top five in this
tournament if they don't worry
about being a bad team.
"This is a tournament that we
should be competitive in." said

The Cleveland Cavaliers
will make their annual pilgrimage to the Ervin J. Nutter center the week of Oct. 5-12,
though they won't be putting
on any shows for the public.
Normally Cleveland plays
a exhibition game at the end of
training camp, but this year
scheduling conflicts will not allow a game to be played.
T h e Cavs provide considerable revenue to the university, while also providing an
opportunity forTony Ortiz and
his staff to work with professional athlete's and gain more
experience," said Chris
Wedge, the assistant general
manager of the Nutter Center.
The Cavs do intend to
schedule the exhibition game
in future years.
"Wright State's facilities are

great, the people have always
been very cooperative, and the
location is perfect, not to far
from home, but not to close
either. I am back for my third
year here and I am very satisfied," said Mike Fratello, the
Cavaliers head coach.
The Cavaliers will hold two
practices a day starting Oct. 6
and running through Oct. 12,
all practices are closed to the
public.
On a local note Xavier
graduate Tyrone Hill is returning for his second season with
the Cavs, and his fifth year in
the league. Hill is from Cincinnati, where he played high
school ball at Winthrow before
attending Xavier, after which
becoming the 11 th overall pick
in the 1990 NBA draft by the
Golden State Warriors.
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Volleyball team roils thru MCC's "Cheese League
Raiders down Wisconsin's Green Bay and Milwaukee on the road
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Staff Writer
Lasi weekend the Raider volleyball team headed to the land of
milk and cheese. Wisconsin-Milwaukee and Wisconsin-Green Bay
to face those Midwestern Collegiate Conference foes.
Wright State won its third
straight conference opener against
the UWM Panthers on Friday. 1416. 15-4. 15-9 and 15-9
The next day the Raiders took
on the Phoenix of Wisconsin-Green
Bay. The Raiders won in three
straight games. 15-9. 15-8 and 15II.

Wright State now stands alone
atop the MCC.
According to Head Coach Steve
Oppcrman, the team played up and
down.
•' lite blocking game came back,
bul our hitting percentage went
down. We played to the level of our
competition." he said.
Senior Jennifer Bringman had
a career-high 24 kills against the
Panthers, while senior Kristin
Broscheid led the team with 12
kills on Saturday versus the Plumnix.
Freshman Carrie Monnes added
nine blocks against UWM. lor her
career high.
"Even though things were

The Week in Volleyball
Sept. 29
Sept. 30
Oct. 4

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Northern Illinois*
I.oyola*
Bowling Green

Midwestern Collegiate Conference ga

Home games in bold

MCC Soccer Standings
TEAM

MEN

Detroit
Butler
Cleveland State
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Loyola
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Wright State
Illinois Chicago
Northern Illinois

MCC

Overall

2-0-0
2-0-0
1-0-0
1-0-0
1-2-0
0-0-0
0-1-0
0-2-0
0-2-0

6-2-0
7-1-0
2-3-2
7-1-0
4-3-0
1-3-3
3-1-1
1-7-0
3-4-1

WOM2N
TEAM

MCC

Overall

Butler
Detroit
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Wisconsin-Green-Bay
Northern Illinois
Wright State
Loyola

2-0-0
2-0-0
1-0-0
1-1-0
0-2-0
0-2-0
0-1-0

4-2-1
6-1-0
4-3-0
3-4-0
5-3-1
1-5-1
1-5-0

Standings are thru Sept. 25, 1995

Last Week's Results

;hakey at times (this past weekMidi. we Mill came out on top We
ook lo play more solid this week:nd." said Bringman.
Even though the Raiders are
jndcleated in the MCC and have

ith .is assist average ot
potential.
"I think it's tough Jo play three
tournaments in a row." she said.
"I think we'll pick it back up
against Loyola and Northern Illinois. and play tiie way we know wc
can play." Dcarden continued.
This weekend is important for
the Raiders when both Loyola and
Northern Illinois come to visit.
Both teams are two of the toughest opponents m the MCC. according to Opperman.
"Thus far in the season the
coaches arc very pleased, but we
want them to be able to play the
way they played at ihe beginning
of the season all the time," he said.

I

Opponent

Result

Wright State as a team
ips the conference in hit-

,,n percenlage at .263,
.

solo blocks
with
52. total blocks (129), and
block average (2.63).
Nationally, the Raiders ranked ninth in the
country in hitting percentage thru Sept
10.
Photo by Roland Lamantia
Bringman ranks 15th in Lisa Dearden in a recent match
kills, while Dcarden is 12th in as- by visits from MCC foes Northern
Illinois on Sept. 29 and Loyola on
sists.
The Raiders return home to the Oct. 1. After finishing up with the
Nutter Center for a four-game Bowling Green Falcons on Oct. 4.
home-stand starting with Cincin- Wright Stale begins a six game
nati Bearcats on Sept. 26. followed road trip.

The Sports Page
Raider Cross Country Results
MEN

WOMEN

Mel Brodt Invitational

9. Sonja Smith 19:04
20. Joy Falrchild 19:45
25. Karen Huguenot 20:02
28. Shelly Bible 20:10
36. Stacey Peck 20:24
40. Kathy Rapson 20:37
59. Becky Gehl 22:04

23. Todd Kohen 33:47
39. Matt Freyhoff 35:21
40. Jeff Welbaum 35:24

Bowling Green 15, Akron 80,
Cincinnati 84, Wright State 84,
Northeastern Illinois 166

Cincinnati 32, Bowling Green 38.
Akron, 72, WSU 149, NE Illinois 153

52. T.J. Quick 36:37
53. Jermalne Render 36:40
68. Joe Keivel 38:06
71. Greg Bartell 39:05

Raider Tennis Results

Raider Golf Results
T62. Joe Moore
T62. Jim Henderson
70. Scott Hailes
76. Mike Jacks
99. Scott Belair

234
234
236
237
243

WSU finished 18th out of 21 teams

Wright State vs. IUPUI
Phelps d Karen Nash 6-7, 4-7
Paulette Truax d. Fentress 6-0,6 0
Rhonda Rains d. Valentine 6-4,3-6,6-0
Young d. Pattl Hoppe 5-7, 6-1, 4-6
Molly Davis d. Abbot 6-2, 6-2
Anjeli Mather d. Mitchell 6-1,6-1
Lisa Miller d. Snowden 6-2,6-1
Teem records: WSU 3-0, IUPUI 5-1

MCC Volleyball Standings and Results

TEAM
Wright State
Northern llinois
L,
1-0
Loyola
Men's soccer
W, 2-1 Loyola
Miami
Men's soccer
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Women's soccer @ N. Hampshire L, 3-2 Butler
L. 7-1 Cleveland State
Women's soccer @ UMass
Illinois-Chicago
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Home games in bold

Team

Currently in the MCC
three Raiders arc in the
top three in the individual
leaders statistics.
Monnes leads the
MCC in block average
with 1.35. junior Mollie

MCC Overall

Volleyball results

2-0-0 12-2-0
2-0-0 4-9-0 @ Wisc.-Mil.*
W, 3-1
1-1-011-1-0 @ Wisc.-GB*
W, 3-0
1-1-0 7-4-0
1
Midwestern Collegiate game
1-1-0 7-5-0
1-1-0 3-10-0
0-2-0 6-8-0
0-2-0 5-8-0

National Football League
AFC
Miami
Buffalo
Indianapolis
New England
NY Jets

3-0-0
2-1-0
1-2-0
1-2-0
1-3-0

NFC
Dallas
Arizona
Philadelphia
Washington
NY Giants

4-0-0
1-3-0
1-3-0
1-3-0
1-3-0

Cleveland
Houston
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
Jacksonville

3-1-0
2-2-0
2-2-0
2-2-0
0-4-0

Green Bay
Chicago
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
Detroit

3-1-0
2-2-0
2-2-0
2-2-0
1-3-0

Kansas City
Oakland
Denver
San Diego
Seattle

3-1-0
3-1-0
3-1-0
2-2-0
1-2-0

St. Louis
San Fransisco
Atlanta
Carolina
New Orleans

4-0-0
4-1-0
3-1-0
0-3-0
0-4-0

The Browne Report: (Week 4) The Cleveland Browns took
another step closer to the Super Bowl this pasl week when they
downed the Kansas City Chiels 35-17. Tne Browns went Into
halttime leading only 7-3 on an Earnest Byner TO run. In the
second half Browns OB Vinny Testaverde tossed a pair ol
scoring passes, including one to maligned WR Andre Rison.
Testaverde, who leads the AFC in passing, hit 21 ol 36 for 204
yards and no INTs. leroy Hoardranfor 50 yards on 13 rushos
while Earnest Byner chipped in 9 carries lor 38 yards and one
TD. Cleveland's defense held K.C. to Just 59 yards rushing. The
Chlers Steve Bono was 29-49 for 272 yards and a pair of
scores, but his back-to-back INTs were both returned for
touchdowns. The Browns next game is a Monday night contest
versus the Buffalo Bills at the Stadium. Kickoff is at 9 p.m.
The Bengal# Report: (Week 4) For the second week In a row
me Bengals defense surrendured more than 400 yards of offense
to their opponents as the Oilers air attack shot up Cincinnati 3828. Oiler QB Chris Chandler threw tor four TDs, no INTs and 352
yards. Chandler completed 23 of 26 passes, the fourth best
slngie-game percentage ever (88.4%). Cinc/s Jeff Blake
completed 24 of 46 for 356 yards and three TDs In the shootout.
The Bengal's rushing game managed only 60 yards, compared to
137 for Houston. Harold Green led Cincinnati rushers with 39
yards on so carries. The Bengals lost two fumbles. Cincinnati
hosts Papa Shula's Dolphins at Riverfront next Sunday at 1 p.m.

Compiled by Bill Shea
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Struggling Raider's comeback fails short
T h e w o m e n ' s soccer team participated in the UMass Classic this
past w e e k e n d , taking on N e w
Hampshire in a 3-2 loss on Sept. 22
and host Massachusetts on Sept.
24.
The Minutemen. ranked 14th
nationally, shot up the Raiders for
a 7-1 victory to win the tournament.
In their first game, W S U spotted New Hampshire a 2-0 lead early
in the second half before mounting
a quick comeback.
Ashley Kingston, with h e l p
f r o m Nicole M a r c h e s e . got the
Raiders on the scoreboard at the
65:34 mark.
Just over four minutes later
W S U ' s Teresa Ruff found the net
to tic the game at 2-2. Julie Davis
assisted on the score.
The excitement quickly faded
as New Hampshire's Niki Begin
struck h o m e to put her team on top
for good.

on goal.
The contest against Massachusetts proved ugly for WSU as the
Minutemen blistered the Raiders

Anderson is second in the Midwestern Collegiate C o n f e r e n c e
with 53 saves and is tied for filth
with 14 goals against.
The Raiders go into next week
looking for its first conference vic-

for 36 shots.
Raider Head Coach Rob
Klatte's troops, after setting the
team record for single-game shots
(51) just last week, were only able
to muster seven shots on the day.
W S U ' s lone goal came in the
first half off a Massachusetts defender for an own-goal.
Raider goalkeeper Ashley
Anderson had 2 0 saves on the trip
vesus 10 goals given up.

tory.
W S U travels t< Wisconsin to
take on the Panthers of Milwaukee
Sept. 29 and the Green Bay Phoenix on Oct. 1.
Both Wisconsin teams beat the
Raiders 2-1 last season.
W S U ' s next h o m e game,
against Loyola, is slated for Sunday, Oct. 8 at the Soccer Field.
The contest's kickoff is scheduled for noon.

The Raiders out-shot New
Hampshire 28-13, but only 16were

D A R K STAR
BOOKS & COMICS

WSU's # 1 SOURCE FOR COMIC BOOKS!
FREE Cmic Bilk Ssbicrifticn Strviu
10% Diiemt It WSU rtriuls
N» Canici Ittrf
>l Nm!
WSU'i Mtjic: Ili« Gitkirinj H«i^»«rtin
Just 3 milts «Mith of WSU on
N. Fairfield Road !

Wisc.-Milwaukee*
Wisc.-Green Bay*

Home games in bold

Hi MARy KAy*
Contact Sarah Perkins at Mailbox S615
Leave your name and phone number and best time
to reach you and I'll call you for your order.
Visa/Mastercard Accepted!

5 p.m.
12 p.m.

* Midwestern Collegiate Conference game

HOT.
MAC.
DEALS.

D»rt Star III • 1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Fairfield Plau • Beavtitrtek
427-3213

Need A Source For

This Week in Women's Soccer
Sept. 29
Oct. 1

THt

"Bochr+o-Scbool Spocfal
lO% OTF aou) order -piaced
before October Wtt)

Bum, baby, bum—disco inferno.

Macintosh Performa* 636 w/CD

Power Macintosh* 710G/80 w/CD

8MB RAM/500MB bard drive, CD-ROM drive,
IT color monitor, keyboard mouse and all the
softwareyou're liiefytoneed

SUB RAM/700MB bard drhe,
PowerPC 601 processor CD-ROM drive.
15' color monitor, keyboard and mouse.

Not the burger, p a l - t h e killer computer.

Cheap. Not as cheap as a taco, but hey.

Personal LaserWriter* 300

PowerBook* 520

Timer cartridge and cables induded

4MB RAM/240MB banl druv

Being a student is hard. So weVe made buying a Macintosh* easy. So easy, Deferred Payment Plan',you can take home a Mac without having to make a single
in fact that prices on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than payment for up to 90 days. Which means you can also take home the A n n | p ( V
their already low student prices. And with the Apple* Computer Loan and 90-Day power to make any student* life easier. The power to be your best, n p p i c w .

For all of your computer needs visit
Computing Services, 025 Library Annex or call 873-4827.
lb order Apple products at special student prices, call Apple Campus Direct at 1-800-877-4433 and ask for extension 728.

BtfMMasBsaaassBal
y.Tbbum morr(US only), callm-600-TmormSQO?5S-0601

—
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Classifieds

Cashier/Clerk Needed: Evening and
weekend hours at convenience store
in Siebenthaller area. Call Paul at
Needed: Front Desk Staff. Evening 278-9383 during morning or early
shift; flexible hours. Must he afternoon hours.
reliable. Perfect for students. Call
WANTED: MOTOPHOTO is
Dawn at 228-2228. Bomberger looking for portrait photographers
and lab technicians. Day and night
YMCA.
shifts available. Photography
helpful but not necessary.
SI750 weekly possible mailing our experience
Should be dependable and have
circulars. No experience required. excellent people skills. Apply in
Begin now. For info call 301-306- person. Kettering, 3150 E Dorothy
Lane. Huber Heights. 7819
1207.
Waynetown Blvd.
OPENING FOR CLASS 111
STUDENT POSITION! ($4.25$6.25/hour)
Looking for serious, mature student
who is proficient with Macintosh or
IBM systems with working
knowledge ofdatabase, spreadsheet,
and word processing applications;
graphical design experience
preferred; working knowledge of
desktop publishing applications
(PageMaker 5.0) required; science/
business background would be
helpful. See Lori Ballard at the
Center for Ground Water
Management in 056 Library for
application materials or call ext.
3648 for more information.
CHILD CARE NEEDED in my
South Dayton home for three
children occasional weekday
afternoons and/or evenings; call
439-0558.
Government; Great resume
visibility in this volunteer position.
Duties include helping fund student
organizations. The board meets 2
hours a week. The term is from I
Oct to 30 June 96. Please submit a
resume and cover letter by noon
Sept.29thtotheStudentGovtOff e
Rm W024. Student Union.
Attention O. Freeman. Call 8735508/09
for information.
Restriction; selectee may not be
concurrently officers on any club
organization whose budget is funded
by Student Budget Board.
Opening. Investigate university
wide academic issues. Oversee
several committees and work in
tandem with Internal Affairs
Director. 15-20 hrs a week.
Excellent organizational and
communications skills required.
Benefits include a significant
stipend. Submit a resume and cover
letter by noon Sept. 29th to the
Student Government Offices, Rm
W024. Student Union, attention O.
Frccdman. Call 873-5508/09 for
more information.

CRUISE SHU'S NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,(X)0=/month working
on Cruise Ships of Land-Tour
companies. World Travel. Seasonal
& full- time employment available.
No experience necessary. For more
information call 1 -206-634-0468ext.
C55701
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
wishing Industry, Earn up to $3,000S>6,000+ per month. Room $ Board!
Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary. (206)5454155 ext. A5570I

I d I 7 1 - S S 1 7 » l lfi»trmiu«n.
HMHrllllMrtl.
••n-SmtftnC I S . M Mnt 11 wrts.
i l . M i K h >4<lll*nal 15 werdf.

' 89 Yamaha FZR600. $3,000 obo.
Call 513-548-1355 leave message.

r
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CAR FOR SALE: Must Sell 1990
Lt. Blue Ford F-xcort LX. Clean
and Runs Well. AM/FM/Cassette/
CB Radio. A/C. Mileage 59,300 Mostly
Highway. $3800
Negotiable. Call 767-9343.
For Sale: Tl 81 NEW condition
$50.00 429-0396
FOR SALE: Pioneer Speakers
(x2) Model CS-G403; 3-way 3speaker system; 16" woofer;
frequency range 30-20,000 Hz;
150 Watts Power: Excellent
condition; $175 (pair). Call 4337450

Furniture.
Box
Springs/
Mattresses from $ 15, Micro-wave,
Chests, Dressers, Tables, Chairs,
Couches $40 up. Bicycles, Cedar
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal & full-time employment Chest $85, Sheets $2. Records,
available at National Parks, Forests Color T V. $95, Dr. Mattress
& Wildlife Preserves. Benefits +
bonuses! Call 1-206-545-4804 ext. Furniture & Collectibles, 340 W.
Garland at Kauffman. next to
N5570I
McDonalds call 878-0455.
FREE FIN \NCIAL AID! Over$6
Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All MACINTOSH COMPUTER
students are eligible regardless of for sale. Complete system
grades, income, or parents income. including printer only $499. Call
Let us help. Call Student Financial 1-800-289-5685
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.

WITH SPECIAL GUES

GRANT LEE BUFFALO

SATURDAY OCTOBER 21 * 8PM
RIVERFRONT COLISEUM
TICKETS ON SALE NOW

AT COLISEUM DRIVE-UP TICKET W I N D O W
AND ALL&Zerf.a SexHr OUTLETS
CHARGE BY PHONE 7 2 1 - 1 0 0 0
ALL ADVANCE TICKETS SUBJECT TO A SERVICE CHARGE
BROUGHT TO Y O U BY
SUNSHINE PROMOTIONS
AND CELLAR DOOR

Riverfront Coliseum
Use Convenient Slodlum ParVIng

CoHte&eapa/Uoloii*
OPENING TEAM

F55701

LAPTOP FOR SALE Toshiba
Satellite TI910 Monochrome
Laptop with Microsoft Windows
3.1 and Lotus Organizer. 33MHz.
4MB Used less than 1 yr. All
manuals, disks, and training
S1000 FUNDRAISER! Fraternities,
Sororities & Student Organizations. videotape. New $1,200, Asking
You've seen credit card fundraisers $900. Call 435-8207
before, but you've never seen the
Citibank fundraiser that pays $5.00
per application. Call Donna at 1800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
HUNDREDS
AND
callers receive a FREE camera
THOUSANDS of grants and
? DO YOU ENJOY HELPING scholarships available to all
OTHERS? Voca Corporation, a students. Let our years of research
leader in providing support and benefit
you.
Immediate
assistance for individuals with qualification. Call 1-800-270developmental disabilities is 2744.
looking for several habilitation
specialists, part-time and full-time, ABETTER RESUME Asafonner
all shifts. You will receive full Personnel Manager, I'll writca very
training, benefits package, and professional laser-printed resume
guaranteed pay increases. If you for you and coach you on where to
would like to know more please get a list of prospective employers,
call 1AMF.S KAI.TENBACH how to reach the decision maker,
294-3004
how to conduct the interview, and
how to negotiate the best salary.
Skills you will use the rest of your
( H<1I<II<1II « l . m l l l t t h
working days. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Student discount
(mention this ad). Steve Coleman.
A BETTER RESUME.
2 7 8Call 873-5537
3242

Earn $2500 & FREE Spring Break
Trips! Sell 8 trips & go FREE! Best
trips & prices! Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica, Florida! Spring break travel!
1-800-678-6386

25 words — $2

Nothing in the restaurant business is more
exciting than being a part of an opening team.
If you're ready to work for the best we offer:
•Team Atmosphere where YOU matter
• Immediate Health Care Enrollment
• Paid vacation for full-time associates
• Growth opportunites within our company
• 50 percent dining discount
• 401K Plan
• Flexible scheduling
Now hiring team players for all positions
Apply in person at the construction site:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday Noon to 4 p.m.
6930 Miller Lane
(Little York Road Exit, off I-75)
513/454-1800

CtlMiCSoCAMES

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL

Customer Service and Sales
Photo Processors
Portrait Photographers

Burch, 16 TASKS A/OW/A/& YOUR.
©eAUPPAEEMT-S 60OKl'T tTO FOR Sbu ?

I
I

We're growing and expanding our services and need *
great people to join our customer oriented team!
r
If you love working with people, enjoy photography or
have experience in Dhotoorocessina, apply at:

challenger,
l A n / V A f

MOTOPHOTO

6 PORTRAIT STUDI&
1930 Shiloh Springs Rd.
Dayton Mall
2700 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd.
Washington Square
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6223 Far Hil's
Todny'J Challenge
Time 5 Minutes
8 Seconds
STARE CASE! Hey. whatha stanng at out there
in the sand? To complete P«ctur». draw connecting
linesfromdo! to dot.

OPPORTUNITIES AT VEDA
GENERAL OFFICE WORKER
V e d a has an immediate opening for
a responsible person seeking a partlime position. Pleasant, professional
working conditions supporting a large
office. Set hours - no shift work little, rf any, over-time.
M-F, 7:30am • 12:30pm (set hours)
Mail sorting/distribution
• Pftone answeringftouiing
Photo-copy support
Reliable transportation required
• Somefittingand carrying, approx. 40 lbs
US citizenship required
Send resume and salary
requirements to:
Veda Incorporated
5200 Springfield Pike, Ste 200
Dayton, OH 45431-1289
Attn: Code 46/WS
Applicant uhcttd will br mb/rcl to a ircurir
investigation and must meet eligibility
requirements for access to classified information
An equal opportunity/affirmative action em

NATIONAL DEPRESSION SCREENING DAY
W e d n e s d a y , October 4, 1995
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Cafeteria / Upper Hearth Lounge

15-25 hours/week
No weekends
Loader? • Unloaded • Dock entry date
Earn tuition assistance for hours
worked
Different shifts to accomodate school
Raises after 30,90 and one year
Must be at least 18 years of age
Must have your own transportation
roadway package system
7920 Center Point Blvd.
Huber Heights, OH 45424
(Tib N*» CiHiilt «*H frew 1-709)

513/236-6774

KOA&HAr MCMCf tYi ttt, I
EOE and ;*ffi*mattvc action cm

WORK AROUND
VOUR SCWKDUUE!
NOW HIRING!

Multimedia presentations and 9 and 1 p.m.
All WSU students, faculty & staff may drop by ^
anytime for free information, screening or an
interview with a mental health professional. Call ^ j w i B
873-3407 for more information. No appointment E l l l t f i
necessary.
fv
Sponsored by the center for Psychological Services

NEVER MISS A PHONE CALL AGAIN.

PAGE
PAGERS
AT SPECIAL WSU RATE
OF $9 PER MONTH.
CALL BETH AT 391-6700

Jobs jobs I The SANCTUARY
Earn BIG money

W h e r e w e offer:
• Competitive wages, bonuses & benefits
• Training and growth opportunities
• Services 7 merchandise discounts
• Full and part-time positions

•Servers 'Cashiers -Kitchen Staff -Shift Supervisors l|
All Shifts - All Positions
ij
We offer our employees:
ll
•Up to $6.50/Hr based on exp. 'Flexible Schedules
\
•Medical/Dental & 401K
-Wear jeans to work V
Apply in person daily
i
Bellbrook
Beavercre«k
6270 Wilmington Pike
2853 Centre Drive
(Center Point Plaza) (Beavercreek Towne Centre) I
1
848-6500
320-5565
* , e x "® € ' 1
5774 Spnngboro Pike
(Alex-Bell Plaza)

1

A Rock - Alternative Nite Club|

"18" and over Welcome every night after 9 p.m. |
3 Live bands
Monday
Alternative Music
Tuesday
Disco Night
Wednesday
Retro
80s
Thursday
Alternative and
Fri, Sat, & Sun.
Retro 80s

At Chambersburg & Brandt
233-8171
Open 7 days
8 pool tables, 6 dart boards
and other games
Munchie kitchen open every night.

.
If

Hueber Heights
7480 Old Town Pike I
237-6620
I

EASY MONEY
Need b u c k s for books?

Donate Plasma

Earn up to $55 in just 7 days.
Start saving now and help save others at the same time
i plasma alliance

OTA bus 22
Repeat bonus in elTeei
for return donors.

Mon.-Thurs
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

6
6
7
8

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

to 9 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m
to 5 p.m.
to 5 p.m.

I

|The shuttle stops here

1

#»#

every
1° t"'"1111®5
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". « - i o a.m

every 2 ^ ^
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6
I Every 10 minutes
|, except 6 p.m. t o 8
P-m.
[^yso
minutes
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Several new parking regulations have been implemented for the 1995-96 academic year,
when all commuters will be required to display permits to park in any campus lot.
A new "R" (remote) permit is available for
Lot 20 (K lot) and Nutter Center Lots 7 & 8 for ?
$5 per quarter. The free campus shuttle I
service will be provided to and from Lot 20, s
the Nutter Center, Millett Hall and the Student »
Union when classes are in session during
fall, winter and spring quarters. Buses or vans will run
every 10-15 minutes from approximately 7 a.m. to 10
p.m., Monday through Thursday and from 7 a.m. to
6 p.m. on Fridays.
Faculty and staff who park in any other campus
lot must display "B" permits, which cost $25 per
quarter or $90 for the year. Commuter students may
purchase "C" permits, which cost $20 per quarter or
$70 per year. Drivers with disabilities will be
required to purchase WSU parking permits for the
lots they use, in addition to displaying their
appropriate state-issued handicap permits.
fyyiMyieu^imatAOvi:
Contact the QU/ice oj Panhmxf and
in £13S Student Vnion, on. call 873-5690•

wit

